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I went through many different sketches of how I wanted to create an almost visual 
metaphor for who I am. many things I came up with focused on many different aspects 
of both me and my personal history. I knew I wanted to include space somehow and I 
wanted to have a clear contrast in the artwork itself. Eventually, I came up with the idea 
of creating an almost glowing or Neon version of the two things that I feel are important 
to me, that being my sexuality and gender identity. and I wanted to create a metaphor in 
itself which led me to the idea of having two completely separate hands one giving the 
hearts to the other but having them changed together to create a sense of balance to 
the peace well-creating Unity as well. 

One of the biggest strengths of this work I feel is its balance and color in itself and also 
the unity of it all working together. I feel the colors are very nice and vibrant but not 
harsh which is what I was worried about when creating this. Well, one of its biggest 
weaknesses I feel personally is there possibly is more negative space than I really 
intend of having. possibly it could have had more to help solidify some of the ideas I had 

This work again is a metaphor for myself. Everything that is placed here has been 
placed deliberately with the idea of conveying some message about myself into it. Such 
as the day and night but the night being on top representing that I am more of a night 
owl and I really love strategy in the Stars. and the metaphor of me handing over my 
heart to another person while realizing I am changing my history in my experiences on 
to them which is how I visualize my relationships with other people. While I was in the 
design process of this piece I was looking at many different artist representations of 
hearts and different ways I could interpret that into my work and one of the ones that 
stood out to me was The Holy Heart of Jesus and the Five Wounds of Christ's Love 
(1521), a woodcut by Sigmund Grimm. It kind of inspired the whole idea of the glow or 
neon around the heart since in this woodcut it gives the impression that that Heart is 
also glowing and I also wanted to use the hands somehow which of course ended up 
being incorporated into my artwork thought in my own interpretation.


